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A partnership with

TriStar gives you a

competitive edge.

Manufacturers using scissor lifts, tilt platforms, or

any other lift and tilt equipment know that performance

and wear life are critical considerations when selecting

which bearings to use in moving parts.  

In aircraft assembly, the bearings used in lift and tilt

equipment are central to ensuring top performance—

exact placement is critical during assembly fixturing.

And no one knows this better than Boeing, the 

industry’s leading airline manufacturer.

When a prime government contractor to Boeing

Commercial Aircraft wanted to improve performance

and wear life of various lift, tilt, and separation points

for assembly fixtures on the new Boeing 787 Dreamliner,

they turned to TriStar Plastics for the right solution.

The Challenge

Aircraft assembly requires equipment that 

• bears high-loads;

• performs effectively without 

lubrication; and 

• lifts, holds, and places large 

components within one-thousandth 

of an inch of the required position. 

The Results

Boeing’s new Dreamliner aircraft is utilizing

more and more composites in the fuselage,

wings, and tail, and the assembly requires

the tightest tolerances available — so it 

is only fitting that TriStar’s Ultracomp®

UC200 are key components in its fixturing.

Because of the tremendous loads,

Ultracomp® is the material of choice with

its 54,000 psi compressive strength and

the self-lubricating qualities that allow for

grease-free service and excellent wear life.

TriStar’s engineering team has been

specifically involved in the material specifi-

cation and the component geometry for

bearings utilized in several locations joining

fuselage components to each other, as

well as landing gear lifts, gear door place-

and-hold devices, and other unique 

proprietary tools.

Need help determining the right bearing 

for your specific application?  

Visit www.tstar.com/machinedesign and

ask our experts!

       



UltracompTM

CJ Composite 

TriSteel TM

• Self-Lubricating

• Low weight | High Strength

• Chemical Resistance

• Direct replacement for Bronze

• Self-Lubricating

• High Load | Low Speed

• 54,400 PSI Compressive Strength

• Exceptional Resistance to Vibration and Impact

• Self-Lubricating

• High Load | High Speed

• Metal Backed Bearing System
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Engineered Plastic SolutionsTM

Rulon

• Self-Lubricating

• Low weight | High Strength

• Low Coefficient of Friction

• Chemically Resistant 

®

 Rulon is  a  reg istered trademark of  Sa int-Gobain  Performance P last ics  Corporat ion.

• 100% Lead Free

We’re ready to put our engineering expertise to work for you 
from prototype to production.


